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As per the syllabus, the excursion was arranged by the various departments of
the college during the academic year 2018-19. The department of PHYSICS had
arranged a two days educational Tour for B.Sc. II\textsuperscript{nd} & III\textsuperscript{rd} year students on the date
11/02/2019 to 12/02/2019.

For this tour there were total 37 (31-II\textsuperscript{nd} & 06-III\textsuperscript{rd} year) students and 04 teachers
participated in this tour.

The route of tour was as,

Tour route: - Ramanandnagar →
Radhanagari → Devgad → Kunkeshwar → Malvan (Holt) → Sindhudurg Fort →
Tarkarli → Vengurla → Ramanandnagar.

The educational Study tours are
useful to increase the Cultural, Natural and
Scientific Knowledge of the students.

In this study tour students studied the
working of electric power plant at
Radhanagari dam. Radhanagari dam is
being used for irrigation as well as
hydro-electricity power generation. This dam is on Bhogawati River near Radhanagari
city in state of Maharashtra.
The department of Physics also conducted one day study tour to Shivaji University Kolhapur, Kolhapur. In this study tour, all students of Physics department were participated. During this activity students visited to department of Physics Shivaji University Kolhapur and collect the information about various instruments which is useful to research study for Ph.D. student.

Route of this tour was as follows:
Ramanandnagar -- Kolhapur (Shivaji University) -- Ramanandnagar.

Student also visited to the department of school of Nanoscience and Nano-technology.

In this one day study tour 13 students and 2 teacher staff were participated.